I call them my lift moments, the time it takes to get from level one to level four in the lift. My fellow travellers on this short journey inhabit their own worlds. "You must need level three" -a single expectant mum, with an anxious grandma to be, hot and bothered by the challenges facing them, an unknown future? An angry mature dad, on the way down from the same day admissions unit, just after four in the afternoon "Next time, I am going to bring in my own mattress, then let them tell me I cannot have a bed, that's the third time my operation's been cancelled, it's just not good enough!" A huffing puffing son, carrying a Zimmer frame and a commode, for his post-op mother's escape "Mum tripped over her dog and broke her hip! I warned her to look where she was going!" Each passenger has a story to tell? If alone in a lift with a fellow member of staff, I'll always ask "How's your day going?" "Not bad how's your day?" Today's response was that I have just finished writing a risk assessment for a commonly used pre-operative disinfectant skin preparation, having identified that it's only labelled for minor surgical procedures. However, I use it on patients undergoing major surgical procedures. What's the risk to my patients?
Surgery is not without risk, we endeavour to mitigate them, but the evidence suggests that the risk of patients being affected by a 'Never Event' continues to increase. It cannot be just that the number of procedures and interventions which may go wrong have been increased? Just maybe those of us who have the privilege of being members of a surgical care team, caring for patients, the majority of whom we have never met as they enter the anaesthetic and operating rooms, who put their complete faith in us to ensure their safety, when we could place them in danger! The theme of our recent residential was 'Together in Excellence: Building on the past sixty years', looking at the association's life goal of 'Progressing Safer Surgery'. Gifted individuals shared their experiences, thoughts and suggestions on clinical harm, freedom to speak up, managing change, human factors, kindness, empowerment and making peanut satay sauce! However, the figures still indicate that one or more of the delegates, will be involved in a 'Never Event' in the next year. Situations which will cause some of our members significant distress.
Lifts are a confined personal physiological space, in motion for seconds, you certainly know that you are present in one.
"The present is the time that is associated with the events perceived directly and in the first time, not as a recollection or a speculation. It is a period of time between the past and the future, and can vary in meaning from being an instant to a day or longer."
Our duty of care to our patients is paramount to their safety. Not one of, 'I am not yet ready to care' because I am pre-occupied, day dreaming, emotionally absent, occupied by social chit chat, musical distractions or colleagues challenging behaviours; but one of, I am with you, to act as your advocate, I am going to act on your behalf with the care I provide and I am going to get you home, by ensuring you leave my care safely into the hands of other carers, family and friends.
Daisy Ayris, AfPP's founder, would, I am sure, appreciate NHS Improvements' own inspirational statement:
We support providers to give patients safe, high quality, compassionate care within local health systems that are financially sustainable.
A safety improvement they recognise requires: collaboration, trust, respect, innovation, courage, compassion and now, I suggest your presence, supported by a daily thought provoking lift journey! Adrian Jones RN, SCP President AfPP
Find AfPP on Facebook www.facebook.com/safersurgeryuk @SaferSurgeryUK
